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Betulinic and melaleucic acids, lupan-skeleton triterpenes with very similar structure, present
marked differences in anti-malarial activity. While betulinic acid and some of its analogs exhibit
strong activity, melaleucic acid is inactive. In the present work, a theoretical approach was used
to explain such differences, using Austin Model 1 (AM1) and density functional theory (DFT)/
Becke, three-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) approaches, and AutoDock Vina calculations.
The initial results showed no significant differences between structural and electronic properties.
On the other hand, studies of the geometry of molecular clusters with both compounds revealed
significant differences. Melaleucic acid clusters were shown to be stable enough to influence the
substrate-protein interaction, unlike betulinic acid, which was unable to form clusters comparable
to melaleucic acid ones. The present study suggests the molecular clusters as a new factor that has
a great influence on the mechanism of biomolecular activity.
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Introduction
The activities of organic compounds are closely
associated with the characteristics of the individual
molecules, such as geometry, functional groups and
structural rigidity. Many studies with organic molecules use
this association to explain biochemical activities, so that
comparable activities of analogous compounds are easily
explained.1-6 However, when analogous compounds exhibit
distinct activities, the low-activity compound generally
loses importance. Mostly, the reason for the difference in
activities is ignored. In the present work, two analogous
triterpenes having great structural similarity, betulinic acid
(BetAc) and melaleucic acid (MelAc), were studied because
of their very different biomolecular activities. They belong
to the group of lupane pentacyclic triterpenes (LPT), whose
basic skeleton can be seen in some compounds with activity
against malaria (Figure 1).
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Betulinic acid (3β-hydroxy-lup-20(29)-en-28-oic acid)7
and its derivatives have received great atention for their
activities against cancer,8-11 HIV,12-14 and malaria.15 BetAc
also acts as an analgesic and anti-inflammatory agent,16-18
an antifeeding agent, 19 and also has other important
applications.1,20,21 On the other hand, melaleucic acid
(3β-hydroxy-lup-20(29)-en-27,28-dioic acid)7 has few
studies and little data available in the literature, which
might be associated with low biochemical activity of
this compound.22 The studies about activity of BetAc
against malaria are very important, since this disease
is responsible for 216 million clinical cases annually,
especially in the region where the present work has
been developed.23-26 The mechanism of the activity of
triterpenes against Plasmodium is still an objective
of various studies.23,27,28 There are indications that the
presence of more oxidized C28 leads to higher activities,
as can be seen in the order of antiplasmodial activity:
‑C28OOH > ‑C28H2OH > ‑C28H3.29
Surprisingly, in vitro tests against Plasmodium showed
the inactivity of MelAc in comparison with other LPT
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Figure 1. Common lupane pentacyclic triterpenes (LPT) with carbons numbered, oxygen numbers in parentheses and hydrogens numbers in brackets.

analogs (BetAc, lupeol (Lup) and betulin (Bet)), as can be
seen in the results published by Carmo et al.30 (Table S1,
Supplementary Information (SI) section). The four LPT
were tested against two strains of P. falciparum, and three
of them exhibited good activity, but MelAc was inactive,
with half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50, in µM)
of 508.74 for 3D7 and 710.10 for Dd2. Considering as a
structural reference the main polar groups at C3 and C17
of BetAc, it is evident that the MelAc is the closest analog.
Lupeol and betulin have very different groups at these
positions. We attempt to explain the observed inactivity as
the effect of the carboxyl in C27, which implies in a polar
(hydrophilic) region in MelAc. Considering BetAc, betuline
and lupeol, which exhibit higher activities compared
to MelAc, it can be considered that the region should
be nonpolar (hydrophobic). However, there are studies
demonstrating that the C27 region may be hydrophilic,
and lead to higher activity compared to BetAc.31 Another
aspect suggestive that the effect of an additional carboxyl
should not be so impacting is precisely that lupeol (with
C28H3) has activity comparable to BetAc (with C28OOH).
If the LPT have comparable activities when C28 is either
a carboxyl or a methyl, then MelAc should not display
inactivity. 29 With no explanation for this anomalous
behavior in the literature, the real reason for MelAc
inactivity remains a mystery.
Since BetAc and MelAc are close analogs, the
difference in activities may be due to two causes: (i) a
fundamental difference in some structural or electronic
properties between the triterpenes; and (ii) an extramolecular factor, during the interaction and organization
between several molecules, while forming stable molecular
agglomerates (clusters). This last possibility is based on
the fact that molecular clusters are capable of influencing

compound properties and process dynamics.32-34 Both
above-mentioned possibilities were investigated in this
work. Molecular clusters present variable sizes, depending
on structural possibilities and availability of molecules
in medium.35 The trend in cluster formation is associated
with thermodynamics and kinetics. They are not favored
entropically due to the increase in molecular organization,
but theoretical studies point to the possibility of stable
geometry of these clusters when the interactions outweigh
or diminish the repulsive effects of the medium.36-40 In
general, compounds capable of forming hydrogen bonds
can be organized in stable clusters.41-44 Organic molecules
capable of forming clusters with hydrogen bonds and other
types of interactions have been explored with theoretical and
experimental approaches.32,33,45-49 In this context, it is possible
that several organic properties are associated with molecular
clusters, and not only with individual molecules.50,51
Thus, the present work investigated the individual
molecules of BetAc and MelAc by theoretical approaches,
and the results were compared with experimental data.
Since the preliminary study did not show significant
differences between electronic and structural properties
of individual molecules, we also investigated clusters of
these compounds, with mixed density functional theory
and semi-empirical approaches.

Methodology
Theoretical calculations were performed at the
Laboratório de Química Teórica e Computacional
(LQTC), Universidade Federal do Amazonas (UFAM),
in microcomputers with Intel® Core™ processors with
8 cores, 16 GB random access memory (RAM), using
Debian Linux 64-bit (version 7) operating system. The
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software Gaussian 0952 was used for geometry optimization
and other calculations.
We used Austin Model 1 (AM1) and density functional
theory (DFT) with Becke, three-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr
(B3LYP) hybrid functional. These approaches were applied
to optimization calculations, total single point energy
(ET), infrared (IR) and Raman frequencies, molecular
electrostatic potential surfaces (MEPS) and dipole
moment (μ). The AM1 approach was chosen due to the
low computational cost and quality of results, especially
with respect to the optimization of cluster geometry. The
B3LYP approach was used in more demanding calculations,
with different base functions sets. Implicit solvation used
Tomasi’s integral equation formalism (IEF)-polarizable
continuum model (PCM) (for CHCl3 and (CH3)2SO).53 For
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra the continuous
set of gauge transformations (CSGT) model was used,
considering CHCl3 IEF-PCM solvation.
The initial approximate geometries of BetAc and MelAc
were adjusted based on parameters obtained from the
absolute experimental configuration of 3-acetyl-betulinic
acid, a derivative of BetAc.54 Systems with two (2M)
and three (3M) molecules were modeled with isolated
optimized molecules (Figure 2). In 2M and 3M systems,
C3OH groups were oriented to C28OOH groups, favoring
the formation of hydrogen bonds during optimization. The
2M, therefore, presented two regions containing hydrogen
bonds, and 3M three of those regions. The molecular
docking was performed with AutoDock Vina (AD Vina)
using AutoDock Tools interface.55 BIOVIA Discovery
Studio 201756 and MarvinSketch57 were also used in the
manipulation of results and calculation of some properties.
The molecular docking was performed with eight proteins
from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) selected following
these considerations: (i) human serum albumin (HSA),
because of its ability to carry substances through the body;
(ii) proteins associated with malaria, due to the focus of the
present study; (iii) proteins complexed with chloroquine,
a compound with high activity against Plasmodium; and
(iv) peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma
(PPAR-γ) complexed with BetAc, to compare the binding
conformations of the compounds. The docking calculations
were performed at fourteen binding protein regions (PR)
defined according to the numbers of ligands. The grid
box configurations were defined first by the location and
size of original ligands (OL). After redocking of OL, new
binding sites to the new ligands (NL) were found by box
size expansion. The NL in the present work were BetAc,
MelAc, Bet and Lup. The NL structures were also adapted
from experimental absolute configuration, and optimized
with B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) approach.54
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Figure 2. Isolated optimized molecules, highlighting the carboxyl,
hydroxyl and ethyl groups, and model structures with two (2M) and
three (3M) molecules.

Results and Discussion
Isolated molecules of BetAc and MelAc

Initially we analyze the isolated molecules of BetAc
and MelAc (without intermolecular interactions) while
searching for differences that could justify the great
difference between their activities. The total single point
energy (ET) indicates that BetAc is in a higher level of energy
than MelAc, which suggests that, at C14 position, COOH
leads to lower energies than CH3 (Table S2, SI section).
The IEF-PCM implicit solvation by CHCl3 and (CH3)2SO
results in the variations of total energy by solvation (ΔE)
for BetAc and MelAc (also in Table S2). The µ of solvents
and LPT (obtained by B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)//AM1
approach in gas phase) corroborates with the greater
stabilization of MelAc. The (CH3)2SO (µ = 3.959 D)
stabilizes polar compounds more than CHCl3 (µ = 1.095 D).
The MelAc, with µ of 2.884 D, has more negative ΔE than
BetAc, with µ of 1.949 D, and in addition MelAc has more
polar groups, which leads to better accommodation in
IEF‑PCM solvation cavity.
The theoretical geometric data were compared
with results obtained by X-ray diffraction for methyl
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melaleucate iodoacetate, a derivative of MelAc (Figure
S1, SI section), and the values had great proximity.58 The
small differences between the compounds are due to the
presence of additional carboxyl in MelAc. Similarly, the
theoretical interatomic angles between the compounds
present great overlap, with slight variations (Figure S2, SI
section). These results show that the compounds have very
similar geometry, even MelAc having a volume around 10%
larger. The two optimization approaches exhibit close data,
which allowed us to proceed with combined B3LYP//AM1
calculations.
The theoretical spectra of IR, Raman and 13C NMR for
BetAc and MelAc were also close to experimental ones.20,59‑61
The IR stretchings (Figure S3, SI section) associated with
O–H bonds in carboxyls and hydroxyls of BetAc are close
to MelAc, but occur with higher energy for BetAc (Table
S3, SI section). Most of the calculated frequencies are
larger than the experimental ones. This indicates that the
vibrations for molecules in gas phase are more energetic
than those for crystalline systems, which may be the result
of packaging effects and intermolecular interactions in
the crystals, and in addition to the consideration of only
harmonic vibrations in theoretical approaches.
The theoretical Raman spectra of BetAc and MelAc
were also very similar (Figure S4, SI section). The
13
C NMR calculations also did not show a large difference
between BetAc and MelAc (Figure S5, SI section).20 The
theoretical chemical shifts presented slightly higher values
than experimental, since they were calculated in gas phase,
without the couplings that occur in solution.
The differences between the energies of the highest
energy occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest energy unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
result in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap (EHOMO – LUMO), a
property associated with the rigidity/motility of molecules

and ions. The concept of rigidity (η) is related to the
reactivity of compounds, being a measure of the extent
of chemical reactivity at which the addition of a charge
stabilizes the system. Mathematically, η is equivalent to
half the difference between the ionization potential I (with
I = ‑EHOMO) and the electroaffinity A (with A = –ELUMO).
Hard substances tend to react with hard ones, and soft
substances with soft ones (hard-soft-acid-base theory).62
In general, the chemical reactivity is higher for LUMO
of lower energies and HOMO of higher energies, that
is, when the gap is small (soft ones). A greater hardness
indicates more stable molecules, and a greater softness
indicates higher chemical reactivity. Two other important
descriptors are the chemical potential (µP), related to
capacity of the transfer of charge from a system with a
higher chemical potential to one with lower chemical
potential, and electronegativity (χ), related to capacity to
attract electrons (is numerically equal to negative of µP). It
is also interesting to compare the electrophilicity indexes
(ω) of both compounds. The parameter ω is a global
reactivity index, related to both η and µP, and measures the
overall electrophilic nature of a molecule, indicating the
energy drop due to a charge transfer in a reactive system.
Thus, an organic molecule can be classified as strongly
(ω > 1.5 eV), moderately (ω = 0.8-1.5 eV), and marginally
(ω < 0.8 eV) electrophilic. The inverse of electrophilicity
(1 / ω) results in nucleophilicity. These descriptors are
defined in equation 1:63-65
(1)
The results (Table 1) show that MelAc is slightly
more reactive than BetAc, which can be verified by its
lower rigidity index. Therefore, MelAc, showing greater
motility/softness, should react more easily than BetAc, even

Table 1. Electronic parameters for isolated molecules (1M), and for 2M and 3M systems, obtained by AM1 approach in gas phase
Value / (kJ mol-1)
Parameter

BetAc

MelAc

1M

2M

3M

1M

2M

3M

EHOMO

–40.248

–40.332

–40.159

–40.187

–40.352

–40.233

ELUMO

4.820

4.448

5.040

4.179

3.763

4.083

EHOMO – LUMO

45.067

44.781

45.200

44.365

44.115

44.316

Hardness (η)

22.533

22.390

22.600

22.183

22.058

22.158

Chemical potential (µ)

–17.714

–17.942

–17.559

–18.004

–18.294

–18.075

Electronegativity (χ)

17.714

17.942

17.559

18.004

18.294

18.075

Electrophilicity index (ω)

6.962

7.189

6.822

7.306

7.586

7.372

BetAc: betulinic acid; MelAc: melaleucic acid; EHOMO, ELUMO: energies of the highest energy occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest energy
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), respectively; EHOMO – LUMO: HOMO-LUMO energy gap; 1M, 2M, 3M: systems with isolated, two and three molecules,
respectively.
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in biochemical processes. Both compounds have ω
much smaller than 0.8 eV, clearly showing nucleophilic
characteristics (ω-BetAc is 0.0721 eV, and ω-MelAc is
0.0757 eV). Therefore, the presence of an extra carboxyl
in LPT skeleton influences in reactivity of molecule.
Many models use the distribution of molecular charges
to help understand how the substrate-protein interactions
occur. Thus, proteins tend to interact with analogous
compounds which preserve the molecular electrostatic
potential surface (MEPS). Blue regions indicate low
electronic density and high concentration of positive
charges. Red regions indicate high electronic density
and high concentration of negative charges. Regions of
predominant nonpolarity appear in green.
Ignoring the difference in C27, we can say that MEPS
are very similar for BetAc and MelAc (Figure 3). The
additional carboxyl group at C14 position did not cause
significant changes in MelAc distribution of charges in C3
and C17 regions (when compared to BetAc). The MEPS
for BetAc indicates high concentration of negative charges
at the O1 of C3OH, and dispersedly at the pentacyclic ring
together with O3 of C28OOH. The high concentration of
positive charges occurs at H2 of C28OOH and more weakly
at H1 of C3OH. The MEPS for MelAc shows basically the
same regions as BetAc, with the addition of a new high
concentration of positive charges at H4 of C27OOH, and a
high concentration of negative charges, with lower intensity,
on the atom O4, also in C27OOH.

J. Braz. Chem. Soc.

the activity of these compounds, since the presence of
hydroxyls and carboxyls allow the formation of hydrogen
bonds.
2M and 3M systems

The stability of systems with n aggregate molecules
(2M, 3M, nM) can be calculated with respect to the energies
of isolated molecule (E(isolated molecule)) by equation 2, where ES
is the stabilizing energy and EnM is the energy of the system
with n aggregated molecules. The lower the ES, the more
stable the structure.
(2)
The results indicate that the hydrogen bonds stabilize
larger systems (Table 2), favoring the approximation of
molecules until the point of forming aggregates. The
formation of 2M systems (Figure S6, SI section) is not
favored, since there is an increase in energy. The negative
values of ES indicate a substantial decrease in the energy of
3M systems (Figure S7, SI section), which is much more
stable than 1M and 2M systems.
Table 2. Stabilization energy (ES) associated with intermolecular
interactions in the formation of nM molecular systems, obtained by
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d, p)//AM1 approach in gas phase and with IEF-PCM
implicit solvation
ES / (kJ mol-1)
Compound

2M in gas
phase

3M in gas
phase

3M with
CHCl3

3M with
(CH3)2SO

BetAc

17.051

–68.557

–37.637

–24.975

MelAc

9.423

–59.724

–29.345

–17.122

ES: stabilization energy; 2M, 3M: systems with two and three molecules,
respectively; BetAc: betulinic acid; MelAc: melaleucic acid.

Figure 3. Front and back view of BetAc and MelAc MEPS obtained by
B3LYP/6-311G//AM1 approach in gas phase.

The comparative calculations for BetAc and MelAc
did not reveal any factor that could point out the cause
for the large difference in activity. One would expect a
fundamental difference in the electron structure with the
addition of another carboxyl at the C27 position, but the
IR, 13C NMR, Raman, and MEPS show no significant
differences. As no intramolecular differences were found,
we explored intermolecular factors capable of influencing

The 3M-BetAc has greater E S than 3M-MelAc,
indicating that the additional carboxyl has negative impact
on stabilization. This is a reflection of the acceptor effect of
the additional carboxyl at C14, which causes a decrease in
intensity of the hydrogen bonds involving the C28OOH on
the opposite side of the structure. However, the maximum
aggregation for BetAc involves three molecules. On the
other hand, 3M-MelAc can form clusters with several
3M systems, with hydrogen bonds between additional
carboxyls at C14 position. The solvated 3M was much
more stable than the 2M. However, in comparison with gas
phase, the solvated 3M exhibited about half of stability with
CHCl3 and slightly more than one third of stability with
(CH3)2SO, suggesting that in gas phase the intermolecular
interactions occur more effectively. Nevertheless, the
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values in solvated condition are high enough to allow the
momentary formation of stable 3M structures in solution.
EHOMO – LUMO decreases in 2M and basically does not
change in 3M, both compared to 1M (Table 1). The lower
η values of 2M indicate that it is softer and thus more
reactive or unstable. The higher η values of 3M indicate
that it is a more stable aggregate than 2M systems. For
BetAc, the EHOMO – LUMO of 1M is slightly lower than 3M,
while for MelAc it is inverse. This indicates that for MelAc,
3M is somewhat more reactive than 1M, and for BetAc,
3M is less reactive than 1M. The chemical potential (µP)
of the 3M-MelAc, being lower than 3M-BetAc, indicates
the possibility of formation of a more stable cluster, as
the electrophilicity index is well below 0.8 eV for both
compounds.
The theoretical IR spectra for 1M and 3M were
compared and exhibited significant variation for the region
of O–H bonds (Figure 4). The increase in the number
of symmetrical vibrations (due to the presence of more
molecules) causes an increase in intensity of peaks in
comparison with 1M, but occurs in nearby regions. The 1M
peaks at 3831.50 cm-1 (stretching O1–H1) and 3742.00 cm-1
(stretching O2–H2) occur with lower vibrational energy in
3M because of hydrogen bonds. In addition, three peaks
occur in this region for 3M-MelAc, as an effect of polar
interactions. When hydrogen bonds occur in MelAc,
C27OO–H and C28OO–H vibrate differently, showing
distinct peaks. The signals at 3130.58 and 3067.74 cm-1
are associated with stretching of C20C29–H bond (double
bond region). This region is not affected by the hydrogen
bonds and its signals are not displaced in the 3M. Most
of LPT skeleton does not participate in polar interactions,
and thus the signals do not suffer significant modification
in 3M. Theoretical Raman spectra also show that the
signals of O–H occur with less energy (Figure 5). As in IR
spectra, a third peak occurs for 3M-MelAc in 3750 cm-1
(region associated with the O–H bonds), also because polar
interactions cause a differentiation in the vibration modes
of C27OO–H and C28OO–H.
The results of IR and Raman suggest that the vibrations
of O1–H1 and O2–H2 in 3M systems are closer to
experimental. This indicates that hydrogen bonds contribute
to the real structure of these compounds. Such aspect may
also be important to the stabilization of these compounds
in solution, which supports the idea of molecular clusters.
The analysis of MEPS of 2M and 3M for both
compounds indicates that the LPT skeletons do not suffer
significant impact of hydrogen bonds (Figure 6). The
redistribution of electronic density occurs most significantly
in the regions of polar interactions. In 2M, besides the
hydrogen bonds, LPT skeletons are stabilized by London
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Figure 4. Theoretical IR spectra for BetAc (top) and MelAc (bottom)
obtained by B3LYP/6-31G(d) approach in gas phase.

Figure 5. Theoretical Raman spectra for BetAc (top) and MelAc (bottom)
obtained by B3LYP/6-31G(d) approach in gas phase.

interactions and the result is a slight increase in electronic
density between skeletons. The concentrations of charges
in 2M and 3M are weaker than in 1M, but occur in the same
regions. It is evident that the polar interactions are not very
effective in 2M (less stable than 1M), and the contribution
of London interactions are not so significant. At 3M center a
region is formed with no electronic density. This is because
the LPT skeletons are far apart, so the London interactions
are not favored. These results are in accordance with the
energetic and geometric data, and explains the lower energy
of 3M, where the hydrogen bonds are more effective.
Clusters and activity

The additional carboxyl gives the MelAc a distinct
property, which is also important for the 3M structures:
the ability to form new stable hydrogen bonds with other
3M systems, resulting in larger aggregates. Thus, we model
the 4(3M)-MelAc cluster (Figure 7), a structure where
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Figure 6. MEPS for (a) 2M-BetAc and (b) 2M-MelAc, and for
(c) 3M-BetAc and (d) 3M-MelAc, obtained by B3LYP/6-311G//AM1
approach in gas phase.

four 3M bind to the exposed C27OOH. In this structure,
other C27OOH groups are exposed, which allows for more
polar interactions, enabling MelAc to form aggregates that
expand with the availability of molecules. Overlapping two
4(3M)-MelAc clusters and directing polar interactions, we
have the 2[4(3M)]-MelAc cluster, which resembles a closed
shell. With 24 MelAc molecules, the 2[4(3M)]‑MelAc
structure has 24 COOH ↔ COH interactions and
12 COOH ↔ COOH interactions.
MelAc stable clusters may be the reason for its inactivity
in comparison with BetAc, Bet, and Lup.30 Inactivity of
MelAc can also be caused by its inability to permeate the
cell membrane. Considering this possibility, we calculate

J. Braz. Chem. Soc.

the theoretical lipophilicity of Bet, BetAc, Lup, and MelAc.
Lipophilicity is related to the partition coefficient (log P),
this last property associated with the partition of compounds
between two immiscible phases (in this case, an octanol/
water mixture). The higher the coefficient, the greater the
ability of a compound to permeate into the cell membrane.
However, log P cannot be too high because it would indicate
insolubility in water (the biological solvent).
ChemAxon57 and ALOGPS66 parameters were used to
calculate log P (Table 3). All four compounds exhibited
acceptable lipophilicity, with values in the range of common
drugs.67-71 MelAc presents the smallest log P, but the
difference is not expressive enough to indicate inactivity.
MelAc could present less activity in comparison with the
other LPT, but inactivity is not expected. As the carboxyl
group is considered important to the activity of BetAc,29,72
a reasonable explanation for the inactivity of MelAc is
the unavailability of both carboxyls during biochemical
interactions. The five comparative compounds considered
in Table 3 have important molecular aspects (Figure S8,
SI section). Messagenic acid A and artemisinin are the
closer ones to LPT. When we compare MEPS for BetAc,
MelAc and messagenic acid A, it is evident that the C27
region in MelAc is not more polar than in messagenic
acid A (Figure S9, SI section). Polar groups usually have
remarkable impact on molecular properties, and in this
case the increase in polarity of C27 region should follow
a coherence in terms of activity. The increase in polarity
causes an increase in activity when we compare BetAc and
messagenic acid A. Following this tendency, an at least

Figure 7. The 4(3M)-MelAc cluster model, based on hydrogen bonds, and the 2[4(3M)]-MelAc cluster model, both with a lot of hydrogen bond contributions.
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Table 3. Theoretical values of magnetic dipole moment (µ) and log P for the lupane pentacyclic triterpenes and for five comparative compounds associated
with membrane permeation and anti-plasmodial activity

Compounda

µb / D

Bet
BetAc

log P
ALOGPSc

Simplified ChemAxon modeld

Consensus ChemAxon modeld

0.507

5.34

6.43

6.17

1.949

5.34

6.96

6.64

Lup

1.476

5.97

7.73

7.45

MelAc

2.884

4.27

6.19

5.83

Messagenic acid A

3.242

6.19

9.07

8.09

Cholesterolf

1.447

7.02

6.87

7.11

0.404

8.64

9.37

10.42

Chloroquine

4.438

5.28

3.81

3.93

Artemisining

5.777

2.52

3.09

3.11

e

Squalene

g
g

The simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) of compounds was obtained with the Computer-Aided Drug Design (CADD) Group’s
Chemoinformatics Tools and User Services;73 bdipole moment obtained by B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)//AM1 approach; cobtained with ALOGPS 2.1 parameters
on Virtual Computational Chemistry Laboratory;66 dobtained with ChemAxon parameters on MarvinSketch 2017;57 eBetAc derivative with a ester/eno/
fenol group at C27 and interesting activity against Plasmodium;31 freference compound in cell membrane permeation; gconsidering anti-plasmodial activity,
squalene is an unsaturated acyclic hydrocarbon with great activity, and chloroquine and artemisinin are seen as references in activity.74 Bet: betulin; BetAc:
betulinic acid; Lup: lupeol; MelAc: melaleucic acid.
a

comparable effect should occur with MelAc. Thus, the
polar region at C27 of MelAc could not be an argument
for his inactivity.
It can be noted that artemisinin has a low log P,
whereas squalene has a high log P, but both compounds
exhibit high activity.74 The two methods of obtaining log P
involve different conceptions, but there is a coherence of
the obtained data, which is the variation of values from
one LPT to the other. Since log P for Bet, BetAc, Lup,
and MelAc are close to those of comparative compounds,
arguments based on this property should consider that some
compounds, with low or high log P, exhibit great activity.
The MelAc ability to form larger stable clusters has
physicochemical implications in comparison with BetAc.
Characteristics such as molecular mobility, availability for
reactions, and points of phase change will be affected. This is
corroborated while comparing the differences in the melting
and boiling temperatures of the two compounds (Table S4,
SI section). Some of these values are experimental, but
others were not found in literature, because of which we
used values calculated with parameterized softwares.4,75-77
Since MelAc has a structure with two opposite carboxyls,
making it harder to pack in a more compact solid state,
it would be expected to have a lower melting point than
BetAc. However, its melting point is almost 65 oC higher,
suggesting very high order in the solid phase, and greater
interaction and stability. Thus, it is expected that MelAc
crystals, with more hydrogen bonds, will resist melting more
than BetAc. However, it is the boiling points that strongly
suggest the formation of stable clusters of MelAc. The results

show that MelAc changes to gaseous phase at 65 oC above
BetAc. For similar structures, such a change should occur at
nearby temperatures. The logical conclusion is the existence
of hydrogen bonds stronger than those verified in BetAc,
which in turn point to the presence of stable clusters. Other
properties, such as enthalpy of vaporization, density, and
surface tension, corroborate the same reasoning.
The theoretical affinities in the formation of substrateprotein complexes (obtained with AD Vina) suggest that
the four LPT would have the same tendency to bind with
the proteins. The docking modes receive the name Mn,
where n is the energetic position, and the higher the n,
the lower the affinity. Table 4 shows redocking results to
human serum albumin (HSA), to three malaria-associated
proteins, to a protein complexed with chloroquine, and to
a protein complexed with BetAc. Each protein region (PR)
was chosen considering the numbers of ligands on each
PDB file, and not all have two PR for docking. In these
eight protein redockings, five had the modes of higher
affinity coincident with lower root mean square deviation
(RMSD). The three exceptions show that AD Vina finds
modes with better affinities, although it also finds modes of
lower affinities with better RMSD: M4/2BSX, M4/2BNX
coincidentally for both PR, and M6/1CET.
In Table 5, the affinities of NL suggest that MelAc
should behave similarly to other LPT. For PR1/1NHW,
BetAc and Lup dock with highest affinity at specific sites
different from those for Bet and MelAc. In all other proteins
and PR, the NL dock with highest affinities at the same
specific sites. The four NL exhibit affinities comparable to
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Table 4. Results of OL redocking on selected proteins, considering modes with higher affinities and lower RMSD

PDB file

Affinity / (kJ mol-1)

Mode

RMSD / Å

PR1

PR2

PR1

PR2

2BXBa

M1

–37.238

–37.238

1.272

1.022

2BXCa

M1

–38.911

–40.585

0.928

0.904

2BXDa

M1

–40.166

–37.238

0.477

0.686

1NHW

M1

–38.074

–38.074

0.840

0.521

2BSXc

M1

–28.870

–

2.576

–

2BSX

g

M4

–25.941

–

0.848

–

d

4BNX

M1

–50.208

–49.790

4.667

6.599

4BNXd

M4g

–47.279

–48.534

0.567

0.332

e

1CET

M1

–24.267

–

2.644

–

1CETe

M6g

–22.594

–

1.678

–

5LSG

M1

–34.309

–

0.395

–

b

c

f

Published by Ghuman et al.;78 bpublished by Perozzo et al.;79 cpublished by Schnick et al.;80 dpublished by Cukier et al.;81 epublished by Read et al.;82
f
published by Brusotti et al.;83 gmodes with lower affinities, but better RMSD. PDB: Protein Data Bank; RMSD: root mean square deviation; PR1, PR2:
protein regions 1 and 2, respectively.

a

OL of each protein. In many comparisons between LPT,
MelAc shows the lowest affinities, but with relatively small
difference. The highest inferiority in affinity of MelAc
occurs at PR1/5LSG, where the smallest difference is
2.092 kJ mol-1 compared to Bet. Considering the affinities,
we cannot say that MelAc would be unable to bind proteins.
It can also be noted that, in PR1/2BXC and PR2/2BXB,
MelAc shows greater affinities than BetAc.
The docking modes also show the proximities in the
LPT couplings with the proteins. This strongly suggests
that the polar groups have partial effect on activity, since
the affinities were close. In the present study, BetAc and
MelAc receive more attention, and are more highlighted.
For the next figures, the following highlights should be

considered: (i) the OL without redocking are in blue tubes,
in the original positions of PDB; (ii) after redocking, if the
mode of highest affinity also has the lowest RMSD, this OL
mode will be in green tubes; if these modes are different,
the mode of lowest RMSD will be in green tubes, and the
mode of highest affinity will be in blue tubes; and (iii) the
NL modes after docking are colored by types of atoms,
with Bet and Lup in lines, and BetAc and MelAc in tubes.
The proximities in the substrate-protein coupling modes
(comparing only BetAc and MelAc) are associated with the
overlaps of individual modes, Ma ↔ Mb, where a and b are
the energetic positions. The modes of highest affinity (Ma)
are set as reference and are shown in colored tubes by types
of atoms. The modes of the other compound (Mb) with best

Table 5. Affinities of compounds docked at the same specific sites for each file and protein region
Higher affinity / (kJ mol-1)
PDB file

PR1

PR2

Bet

BetAc

Lup

MelAc

Bet

BetAc

Lup

MelAc

2BXB

–35.146

–36.401

–37.656

–35.146

–31.798

–31.798

–33.054

–33.472a

2BXC

–34.309

–35.564

–36.401

–35.982a

–35.146

–36.819

–37.238

–36.401

2BXD

–32.217

–36.401

–34.727

–35.564

–35.564

–36.819

–37.656

–35.982

1NHW

–33.472

–35.564b

–34.309b

–34.309

–35.564

–37.656

–35.146

–33.054

2BSX

–27.196

–28.033

–29.288

–25.522

–

–

–

–

4BNX

–31.798

–30.962

–31.798

–30.125

–30.962

–30.962

–31.380

–30.125

1CET

–24.267

–24.686

–25.941

–22.594

–

–

–

–

5LSG

–33.054

–33.472

–34.727

–30.962

–

–

–

–

Cases where MelAc has higher affinity than BetAc; BetAc and Lup have these higher affinities at different specific sites than Bet and MelAc. PDB: Protein
Data Bank; PR1, PR2: protein regions 1 and 2, respectively; Bet: betulin; BetAc: betulinic acid; Lup: lupeol; MelAc: melaleucic acid.
a

b
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coincidence are shown in green tubes. The best overlaps in
each PR and specific sites are displayed separately from
proteins for better visualization of the spatial coincidence.
The results for 1NHW show that the M1 ↔ M1 overlaps
do not have a high coincidence, except at site 2 of PR2
(Figure 8). Nevertheless, all sites present overlaps that
occur with better coincidence. The results for HSA also
demonstrate coherent dockings (Figure S10, SI section).
For 2BSX and 4BNX, the results also indicate that BetAc
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and MelAc have close molecular docking behaviors
(Figure 9). In both proteins, the OL redocking reveals
better docking conditions, highlighted in blue tubes, but
the modes of lowest RMSD have lower affinities. The
M1 ↔ M1 overlaps do not have great coincidence. For
these two proteins, the best overlaps are in general better
than those observed for 1NHW. The overlaps for 1CET
indicate that MelAc should have comparable activity to
the other three LPT considered (Figure S11, SI section).

Figure 8. Redocked OL in 1NHW, with best affinity (in green) compared with non-redocked OL (in purple), and sites where compounds show better
affinities, highlighting the best BetAc-MelAc overlaps (grey C-skeleton for higher affinity modes and green C-skeleton for closer overlap).
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Figure 9. Redocked OL in 2BSX and 4BNX, with best affinity (in green) and best RMSD (in blue) compared with non-redocked OL (in purple), and
sites where compounds show better affinities, highlighting best BetAc-MelAc overlaps (grey C-skeleton for higher affinity modes and green C-skeleton
for closer overlap).

Thirteen theoretical dockings were performed with
MelAc and the other three LPT, and all results suggest
that they interact well with proteins. This indicates that
Bet, BetAc, Lup, and MelAc present close mechanisms of
interaction with the considered proteins, and no apparent
reason for the differences in experimental activities was
observed.

formation. The largest possible agglomerated structure of
BetAc is the 3M, but MelAc can expand 3M structures
into larger and more stable clusters that can influence
the biochemical activity. Thus, while considering the low
activity of some organic molecules with respect to their
high activity analogs, the cluster formation factor should
be taken into account and be more investigated.

Conclusions

Supplementary Information

Theoretical results indicate that betulinic and melaleucic
acids have very close structural and electronic properties,
which does not justify the significant difference in their
biological activity. Even their theoretical molecular
dockings with proteins are very similar, and both
compounds should be great ligands based on our data. In
response, the present results allow us to suggest that 3M
systems are sufficiently stable to act as a basis for clusters

Supplementary information is available free of charge
at http://jbcs.sbq.org.br as PDF file.
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